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MED ADHERENCE

O2 MONITORING
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9https://www.wsj.com/articles/boomers-want-to-stay-home-senior-housing-now-faces-a-budding-glut-

11573554601?emailToken=a2fb3811e0db84fcdea5bfb8e39b0725sm6QoMiXOrKbzL9tR6Gcp1hczI6GNPpphYQF+AO01F6bdNhzW31

2QKkqaZQc3O3fYlOqbw2OaKWrobRPa9wMIFPXFQC3friS4Op/NLeiueY/AFG1q8JVVUB+SFuQSp0l&reflink=article_email_share

And this was before Covid !
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The Apple Watch is NOT a Medical Device
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https://developer.apple.com/documentation/healthkit/hkquantitytypeidentifier/3552087-walkingdoublesupportpercentage



https://developer.apple.com/documentation/healthkit/hkquantitytypeidentifier/3552086-walkingasymmetrypercentage



Conclusions 
We found that objective gait, balance, and PA parameters 
have the potential to provide clinically meaningful 
surveillance of older adults across frailty statuses. Particularly, 
our approach of monitoring frailty-specific PA pa- rameters 
may be incorporated into mHealth technologies (i.e., 
smartphone) and may serve as a ‘frailty meter’, similar to a 
Holter monitor. These are steps towards an objective 
screening tool for the identification of clinical frailty syndrome 
in older adults. 
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https://www.cdc.gov/homeandrecreationalsafety/falls/data/fallcost.html





https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6127007/pdf/JGS-66-1670.pdf

“…those with slower walking speeds and a greater decline in speed over time were at 

greater risk of developing dementia independent of changes in cognition.” 



The "mymobility" platform's new gait quality metrics will use the 

Apple Watch and iPhone's sensors to measure hip and knee joint 

replacement patients' walking speed and the period of time when 

both of their feet are in contact with the ground. The platform will 

require patient permission and will not collect GPS data.*

* https://www.beckershospitalreview.com/digital-transformation/apple-watch-to-release-new-gait-quality-metrics.html

https://www.zimmerbiomet.com/medical-professionals/zb-connect/mymobility.html
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“consumer smartwatches can be used for the pre-symptomatic 

detection of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)” 

“63% of the COVID-19 cases could have been detected before 

symptom onset“

“…consumer wearable devices may be used for the large-scale, 

real-time detection of respiratory infections, often pre-

symptomatically” 

NATuRE BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING | VOL 4 | DeCeMBeR 2020 | 1208–1220 | 
www.nature.com/natbiomedeng 



https://www.cbsnews.com/news/covid-symptoms-smart-watch/

• Can predict up to seven days before someone feels sick or 

infection is detected through testing.

• Heart rate variability markers change as inflammation develops
(Individuals with COVID-19 experienced lower heart rate variability)

• 81% of coronavirus-positive participants experienced changes in 

their resting heart rates (up to nine and a half days prior to the onset of 

symptoms)

• An extremely elevated heart rate was indicative of symptom 

onset, another study reported.





Analyze & 

Take Action



1.

2.



(New Apple Watch Feature in late 2020)
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A useful metric?









The Stanford Covid study did 

identify changes in sleep 

patterns as a disease indicator





CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE Sleep debt is known to have cumulative 
associations with physical, mental, and cognitive health; therefore, poor sleep 
quality in dementia caregivers should be recognized and addressed.

better sleep quality was observed in caregivers who received low-cost 
behavioral interventions

JAMA Network Open. 2019;2(8):e199891. doi:10.1001/jamanetworkopen.2019.9891 



https://labblog.uofmhealth.org/body-work/a-consumer-sleep-tracker-researchers-can-actually-use

“We sent patients into the sleep laboratory for an overnight sleep 
study, wearing Apple watches, and used that data to develop our 
own algorithm to analyze acceleration and heart rate signal from 
the watch to estimate sleep,”

The design, when applied to signals from the Apple Watch, 
exceeded previously reported performance of the more 
expensive, medical, wrist-worn sleep tracker known as 
actigraphy.

https://academic.oup.com/sleep/article/42/12/zsz180/5549536
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After an emergency call ends, your Apple Watch alerts your emergency contacts with a text 
message, unless you choose to cancel. Your Apple Watch sends them your current location, and, for 
a period of time after you enter Emergency SOS mode, it sends your emergency contacts updates 
when your location changes.
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Press and hold for 5 sec
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https://techcrunch.com/2020/09/15/apples-new-family-setup-aims-to-make-apple-watch-a-kid-
tracker/?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAANCFzrUdZOPo51WIQC80n29Y1uXfHcmfvUsl1LeDjX-
AbC_FYtb42XkBccgRZbMaPzQBZTr-GvIEbNjJvaG4i_j7oj4ufNgbrDg5aoL5Yz4NWDgH3270iSlY060to-cUhEnqVU9aM-3NVi_0UtqX4vi2XTTw2w8YShDCfxik0UK1

“It also allows family members to receive location alerts so parents 

will know where the child is and if they have entered or exited a 
geofenced area”

However, the 

watch has many 

of the health-

related sensors 

disabled



https://www.boundarycare.com
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• Launched Feb,2020

• Goal: Enroll 150K



“…test if remote monitoring with Apple Watch can help with early identification 
of worsening heart failure. In this study, data collected using an Apple 
Watch will be compared to data routinely collected from the rigorous physical 
tests that patients normally undergo, to see if Apple Watch health 
sensors and features, including the Blood Oxygen app and mobility 
metrics, can provide early warning for worsening heart failure.”

https://www.uhn.ca/corporate/News/PressReleases/Pages/UHN_launches_study_to_explore_how_Apple_Watch_can_

help_with_early_identification_of_worsening_heart_failure.aspx



CAMBRIDGE, Mass., Jan. 11, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Biogen Inc. (Nasdaq: 
BIIB) today announced a new virtual research study, in collaboration with Apple, 
to investigate the role Apple Watch and iPhone could play in monitoring cognitive 
performance and screening for decline in cognitive health including mild cognitive 
impairment (MCI).

https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=fJzW56dX0uBkKxd0iI00ordlNZdKhpx64ydPCNELKmkObX_XXMOKdQ9TtzLOjGmVoHHvbdJ6z8Ov_Lo804HFHg==


”An Apple Watch designed to remotely monitor fluctuations of resting 

tremor and dyskinesia in persons with Parkinson disease was shown 

to match in-clinic evaluations of these symptoms and capture 

symptom changes in response to treatment for 94% of participants.”

https://www.ajmc.com/view/apple-watch-effective-in-monitoring-symptoms-of-parkinson-disease

“…the ability to use a commonly available device like an Apple Watch 

may provide clinicians with more transparency of patient symptoms 

throughout the day.”



https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/epiwatch#team



https://www.cnbc.com/2019/10/07/devoted-medicare-advantage-plan-covering-apple-watch-as-a-benefit.html



https://kcc.kendal.org/news/time-get-apple-watch-benefits-seniors/

“Between the fall detector and heart rhythm monitors, the Apple Watch is becoming 
a very useful device to help Seniors with more than their step totals and simple 
reminders. It’s a device that can bring families much needed peace of mind, while 
helping loved ones maintain their independence. And let’s face it- how many medical 
devices are cool? Instead of a fall alert button on a lanyard, Grandma can now sport 
the latest and coolest technology, while staying safe- something everyone in the family 
can appreciate!”



…add reference….
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Additions to the list?
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Wearing a Smart-Watch can be a 

positive contributor to one’s well being

I wish the Apple Watch was available in 2011 for my Mom


